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This time with a familiar cosmic friend
Congretulations! This time you got contact during the session. Although my name appeared a couple of minutes too early.
As you know, we are familiar with each other for at least 3,5 millions of years. And I am one of the seven male immortals –
besides our seven female – from the Andromeda Galaxy – from which you also originated – which immortal masters created
your paradise home planet Sholame, near the center of your Galaxy and which accompanied you guys. You asked for my home
world, but in reality I do not have one, because I always travelled through the Andromeda Galaxy and since 2012, I remain very
often on Earth, together with our other thirteen masters. As is known, my name litteraly means Pointed Ear, but in spite of the
fact, that my ears are indeed rather pointed, you should take the interpretation rather symbolical. I am an alert and dedicated
listener. My specializations are communication and transportation. While you are trying to visualize my face, this might look kind
of severe to you. But be sure, I will make you laugh and cry during this session. You still had hardly any memories of me. And
something seemed to go wrong while visualizing my space ship. You saw a car sized circular based one, of which you know
that are in use like a kind of trauma helicopter on planet Aurorion. From us, you only remembered class room sized square
based ones, that we mainly used for interplanetary transportation of life forms. The four side panels were folded down for easy
loading and unloading.

Kids learning how to fly a space craft
You did remember that, while you still were an infant, you were allowed to fly a space ship. Well, this was a small circular one,
together with your playmates Trishlam and his little sister Funtyam. And I was your teacher. Flying a saucer like that, is just a
piece of cake. For interplanetary flights, you only have to point your destination at the touch screen and the rest goes
automatically. Because you rise and drop vertically, you lie on our back and gaze at the stars through the circular window.
During local flights, you sit upright and more or less you fly manually, although even this more resembles manipulating directly
from your mind. Everything is completely safe, so also this is a piece of cake. We four had a lot of fun together. My intention was
a sightseeing trip, low over your planet, but you guys made a roller coaster of the event. Your favorite game was loopings and
free fall. Trishlam loved high speed passing through narrow canyons, almost touching the rocks. Funtyam loved fast spinning.
When you were eight years old, you were allowed to fly the bigger cargo craft during a trip to your neigbor planet Aurorion.
Very soon, these space ships became more or less part of your physical bodies.

You too will create more directly from your mind
The more you ascend, the less dependant you will be of, for example, the speed of light, gravity, temperature, air, water, food
and technology. Alle these are nice things, but they will be much nicer, when you do not need them any more. And when you
may use them whenever you like. By the way, you do not have to be afraid to lose your favorite technological toys, for you will
still use them with less ascended people. But for you guys they will be optional. While, in your present life, you play the piano,
you do not give verbal instructions to your fingers. If you would, your recital would sound far too slowly. As you ascend more,
you even will not have to touch the piano any more, but you will play it directly from your mind. Communication as well will run
more and more telepathically and often without words. You also do not have to torment your brain any more on how to address
the other person. Very rapidly, you will directly exchange clear images, music, smells, tastes, emotions and so on. And more
from heart to heart than from head to head. And independent of language, life form, space and time. And just as easily, as now
you make your fingers hover the keyboard, you will make rocks hover in the air. From your present technology, you will fluently
and naturally pass via temporal new technology, that directly reacts to your thoughts, to the ultimate situation, when you will
need no external technology at all, for communication, transportation and creation. Everybody and everything will be so mutually
tuned in Oneness, that your whole world will act like one organism. You really are at the dawning of the Golden Era.

